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With Love none is too old, 

too small or of the wrong colour, 

for  She has a quilter’s eye.  

(J. Vincent Hansen)
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Letter from the chair 

Revd. John Philpott-Howard 

A t the end of October, I spent four days in Salisbury. I 

stayed at Sarum College, for what I call a ‘sort-of 

retreat’ - a combination of silence, reading and prayer, and 

Cathedral services; but I also went on walks to 

Old Sarum and the Water Meadows, visited 

Salisbury Museum and attended a concert 

at the local URC church. It was one of those 

short stays that felt much longer - in a good 

way. On my final day, on a Sunday 

morning, I was sitting on the train at Salisbury 

station, ready to return to London, when the 

rail team added some extra coaches. The whole 

train shuddered and jolted as the connection was made, 

and I idly wondered what it would be like to be in a train 

collision. I imagined being thrown 

around the carriage with incredible 

forces, not merely a  so" ‘clunk’. 

As you may remember, on this 

particular Sunday, a few hours later 

there was indeed a severe train 

accident in the tunnel next to the 

station. One of the train drivers was 

said to have sustained life-changing 

injuries, but as it happens I have known 

him (Robin) and his family for at least 

15 years.  
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His son told me that by some miracle, a"er being extracted 

from the mangled driver’s cab, he had leg injuries but to 

their relief he was otherwise all right. Because of these 

events, it occurred to me since then that the purpose of 

retreats (like the excellent one some Spidir members had in 

early October) is not merely to develop our own sense of 

spirituality, or just make time for reading and reflection, but 

to leave the retreat engaged with the world more fully, to 

love and to serve as Christ commanded. 

It is easy to become exhausted and jaded by the endless 

problems of our lives and the world in general, but a"er a 

retreat or even just a good holiday, we may find ourselves 

better equipped to share in the trials, sufferings and joys of 

the people and communities where we live.  We have a 

good example: Mark 6:31 Come away to a deserted place 
all by yourselves and rest a while. It is this spiritual rest that 

enables us to return to the ministry and service to which 

God has called us. 

J!" Ph#$p%&-'o(ard 
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Spidir Training Course 2021-2023 

The Course has just started at St Hugh’s Church Hall, 

Bermondsey, with 17 students and four tutors.  We are 

pleased to say that the group is ‘gelling’ very well. We are 

also very happy with the modern venue, and with the 

support from the team at St Hugh’s.  The space is a bit 

smaller than the previous one, but it is light and airy with 

good ventilation and facilities. In addition, we are able to 

use the church immediately adjacent to the Hall for 

occasional breakout groups, and that helps to minimise any 

discussion noise.  

We have acquired 30 or 

so books on spirituality 

for our min i - l ib rary , 

thanks to a significant 

donation from the estate of Chris Serbutt, our much-missed 

committee member and Referrals Secretary. We are very 

grateful to Chris’ mother and the rest of his family for 

offering these books.   

In January we will have our annual three-day Course 

residential session. It takes place at Wychcro" near Redhill in 

Surrey, and Chris Chapman has kindly agreed to take a 

session on one of the days.   On the last course we found 

that this residential event was very important for enhancing 

cohesion in the group, and as tutors it helps us to remember 

everyone’s names! 

Please remember the Course students in your prayers. 

John, Rosemary, May & Jacky 
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Change newsletter editors 

It is with some sadness and immense gratitude that we pay 

tribute to our outgoing Editor Revd. Hannah Neale. She has 

been the editor of the SPIDIR newsletter for quite some 

years now. A hearty thank you to Revd. Hannah for an 

amazing job keeping us all informed and connected. 

My name is Antonio G Fuerte and I will be taking over as the 

Editor of the Newsletter. Currently, I am Associate Rector at 

St Matthew’s Church, Southwark, helping with the English 

and Spanish speaking communities. Previously I served at St 

Barnabas, Dulwich, and St Christopher’s Hospice. Please, 

feel free to contact me with any suggestions, comments or 

ideas, at a.g.fuerte@gmail.com 
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The “Soul” in the Bible 

Richard Pleijel 

H eber Peacock, a United Bible Societies translation 

coordinator for Africa, published in 1976 an article 

called “Translating the Word for ‘Soul’ in the Old 

Testament”. Peacock discusses how the Biblical Hebrew 

word nephesh should be translated. As noted by Peacock, 

traditionally the word had been translated “soul”. This was 

the standard rendering in almost every Bible translation up 

until the middle of the twentieth century. But when Peacock 

wrote his article, something had changed. 

Peacock notes that the word nephesh occurs more than 

750 times in the Hebrew Bible, but, he says, “only in a few of 

these places is the translation ‘soul’ an adequate 

translation of what the Hebrew text means”. What he states 

here is a neat illustration of an idea in biblical scholarship 

that was full-blown at the time. This is the assertion that the 

anthropology of the Bible 

does not contain any 

dualistic (body–soul) or 

trichotomic (body–soul–

spirit) conceptions. The 

Bible, it was said, knows 

nothing about a human 

“soul” in contrast to the 

human body. Instead, 

h u m a n b e i n g s a r e 

perceived in the Bible as 

monistic totalities, where 
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different parts or aspects of humans together constitute an 

indivisible unity. These ideas have had a direct bearing on 

how to interpret and translate the word. 

O l d e r d i s t i n c t i o n s b e t w e e n 

dichotomy and trichotomy must be 

a b a n d o n e d s o f a r a s O T 

anthropology is concerned. Israelite 

anthropology is monistic. Man is 

always seen in his totality, which is 

quickened by a unitary life. The unity 

of human nature is not expressed by 

the antithetical concepts of body 

and soul but by the complementary 

and inseparable concepts of body 

and life.  

The word nephesh then, should be understood as 

designating the whole human being or the whole person, 

the person as such. Thus, Edmond Jacob stated that 

nephesh is the usual term for a man’s total nature, for what 

he is. Put differently, the Hebrew Bible does not 

acknowledge the idea that nephesh is something human 

beings have — it is instead something they are. As Wolff put 

it, “man does not have nephesh, he is nephesh, he lives as 
nephesh.” 

You can read the whole article“Translating the Biblical Hebrew Word Nephesh in Light of 
New Research”, on The Bible Translator 2019, Vol. 70(2) 154–166. 
Richard Pleijel is a lecturer of the Department of Theology, of the Uppsala University. 
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The Fountain  

From The Collected Poems by Denise Levertov 

D on't say, don't say there is no water 

to solace the dryness at our hearts. 

I have seen 

the fountain springing out of the rock wall 

and you drinking there. And I too 

before your eyes 

found footholds and climbed 

to drink the cool water. 

The woman of that place, shading her eyes, 

frowned as she watched - but not because 

she grudged the water, 

only because she was waiting 

to see we drank our fill and were 

refreshed. 

Don't say, don't say there is no water. 

That fountain is there among its scalloped 

green and gray stones, 

it is still there and always there 

with its quiet song and strange power 

to spring in us, 

up and out through the rock. 
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Advent Stars 

From Out of the Ordinary by Joyce Rupp 

Let the Star of Hope blaze through discouragement, doubt, 

and disgruntledness. 

Let the Star of Kindness radiate through what you think, feel, 

and do today. 

Let the Star of Remembrance glitter in thoughts of good 

people and good deeds. 

Let the Star of Satisfaction shine through your expectations, 

wants, and desires. 

Let the Star of Understanding beam acceptance to those 

with whom you have difficulty. 

Let the Star of Laughter sparkle in your eyes and in your 

smile. 

Let the Star of Openness be a wide ray of love for those 

who are different than you. 

Let the Star of Acceptance nudge you to receive the 

unwanted ones. 

Let the Star of Forgiveness draw you nearer to those with 

whom you are alienated. 

Let the Star of Courage grow bright in whatever requires 

your inner strength. 

Let the Star of Joy dance in the comers of your heart that 

have forgotten to sing. 

Let the Star of Gratitude encourage you to be generous 

with your gi"s. 
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Let the Star of Patience permeate that which you find 

difficult and irritable. 

Let the Star of Wonder draw you to appreciate the beauty 

in and around you. 

Let the Star of Justice lead you to speak out in order to 

change an injustice today. 

Let the Star of Equanimity glow through your concerns and 

struggles. 

Let the Star of Faith beam through you by what you say 

and do. 

Let the Star of Appreciation gleam in your affirmation of 

those who support you. 

Let the Star of Charity keep you balanced in tending the 

needs of self and others. 

Let the Star of Enthusiasm sparkle amid your tiredness and 

hurried pace. 

Let the Star of Compassion draw you into the world’s wide 

expanse of suffering. 

Let the Star of Delight li" your spirit and help you to see joy 

in simple things. 

Let the Star of Devotion glisten in your work and in the care 

you offer to others. 

Let the Star of Love shine through you to the persons you 

would rather avoid. 

Let the Star of Peace be a ray of steadfast calmness and 

tranquility within you. 
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Flower in the crannied wall 

Alfred Tennyson, 1809 - 92 

Flower in the crannied wall, 

I pluck you out of the crannies, 

I hold you here, root and all, in my hand, 

Little flower — but if I could understand 

What you are, root and all, and all in all, 

I should know what God and man is. 
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Round Trip 

Marjorie Maddox 

He that descended 
is the same also that ascended. 

(Ephesians 4:8-10 ) 

A nd the descending and the rising 

was three days, and it was good.  

And the descending to the not-good— 

where the rising and the conquering 

were proclaimed throughout Hades— 

was good.  

Or 

the descending to the good-gone- 

before-Him was very good, and 

the proclaiming was their rising, too.  

And His rising was their rising, 

and their rising was ours. 

And the descending and the rising 

was three days of proclaiming good. 

And it was eternity. And it was very good.  

Taken from ATR 101:1, p. 141 
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Spiritual Hunger? 

Nicholas Buxton 

I t is o"en said there is a great spiritual hunger in our 

society, and there is plenty of evidence to suggest that 

this might indeed be the case. Residual belief in God, or 

some sort of ‘higher power’, remains strong —in spite of the 

best efforts of those who would see it eradicated— and 

although church attendance may be declining, a great 

profusion of ‘alternative’ spiritualities would seem to be 

flourishing. Consumerism may be the default ‘religion’ of 

contemporary life, but it clearly leaves many people 

wanting ‘something more’. This is sometimes taken to imply 

that there is an inherently spiritual dimension to human 

existence, and that we all have spiritual needs, whether we 

choose to acknowledge them as such or not. 

Ye t , e v e n i f w e a r e n o t 

consciously seeking spir itual 

fulfilment, we are all seeking 

something. It could be love, 

pleasure, knowledge, power, 

success o r t ranscendence: 

whatever we hope will satisfy the 

rest less yearning that is the 

unmistakable characteristic of human existence. This is why 

the notion of ‘seeking something’ indicates an implicitly 

spiritual thirst, albeit one that frequently comes packaged 

as yet another commodified lifestyle option. 

“Spirituality is 
about who 
and what 

we really are…”
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These contrasting perceptions indicate that spirituality is a 
word with many meanings. Traditionally, it is the term used 
when talking about the experiential dimension of religious 
practice; hence Christian spirituality, Buddhist spirituality, 
monastic spirituality and so forth. These days, however, 
spirituality is more o"en defined independently of, or even 
in opposition to, religion. It is typically conceived in terms of 
personal values rather than institutional structures, as open 
rather than dogmatic, and humanistic rather than 
supernatural. Spirituality, as the term suggests, pertains to 
matters of the spirit, and the word ‘spirit’ —from the Latin for 
‘breath’— refers not only to the essence of life itself, but also 
those quintessentially human qualities that distinguish us 
from other creatures, such as our rationality, mind or 

consciousness. Spirituality therefore is 
about who and what we really are 
and, by implication, the values that 
shape us. It is o"en expressed as a 
quest for self-understanding and 
what it means to be human, which 
is why we associate spirituality with 
questions of ultimate concern. In 

fact, al l these various uses are 
connected, since we can only really comprehend our 
identity in relation to that which transcends it. 

Excerpt from The Wilderness Within. Meditation and modern life. Norwich: Canterbury 
Press. 
Nicholas Buxton has a PhD in Buddhist philosophy and is an experienced teacher of 
meditation. He is a Spiritual Director and also often leads retreats. 

“we can only really 
comprehend our 

identity in relation 
to that which 
transcends it.”
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Jean Heaton 
Helping Families Recover from 
Addiction: Coping, Growing, and 
Healing Through 12-Step Practices and 
Ignatian Spirituality 
Loyola Press ● 15-Aug-21 ● £9.99

The 12 steps are the main source of most addiction recovery 

programmes, from alcohol or drugs to gambling or the 

internet. In its foundations lays the development of a 

personal spirituality. Perhaps that is why more and more 

spiritual directors are meeting people who are or have been 

in a 12-step recovery process. 

In this book Jean Heaton offers a great insight into the 

spiritual journey of the 12 steps. Some of those recovering 

might choose to follow a path of Christian spirituality. Others 

might be Christians trying to support them. Jean Heaton 

addresses both the spiritual challenges that may arise for 

the family, as well as a way to support the addict through a 

possible newly discovered spiritual connection. 

Healing is at the centre of this book. Each chapter offers at 

the end a number of biblical readings as a means of support 

and dialogue, some of which have an interesting and 

refreshing take on their narratives. This book could be useful 

for those exercising the ministry of Spiritual Direction to 

understand and/or support the spiritual challenges of those 

who are going or have gone through a 12 step recovery 

programme, as well as their families. 

AGF
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Jarel Robinson-Brown 

Black, Gay, British, Christian, Queer. 
The Church and the Famine of Grace 

SCM Press ● 30-July-21 ● £19.99

Spiritual Direction is rooted on the interaction between God 
and us. This we can call ‘grace’ using theological jargon, a 
word we use frequently. Roman Catholics subscribe to the 
scholastic doctrine of ‘created and uncreated grace’; Orthodox 
talk about the ‘synergies’ of the Trinity. Other Christian authors 
have avoided offering a definition of grace. 
Jarel Robinson-Brown identifies this as the root of some 
current issues the Church faces: how come the Church cannot 
welcome the grace that God gives (which is not bound 
exclusively to the Church)? What does that say about the 
Church? 
I found this book rather challenging yet refreshing. There is 
something very insightful in the way the author links “bodies” 
(colour, gender…) with grace. This book challenges us all. And 
that is good. It challenges a narrow understanding of grace 
and it invites us to look everywhere for God’s grace, beginning 
in our own bodies. Also the bodies of others who might be 
different to us. And there is a lot of work to be done. 
While Jarel Robinson-Brown roots very well his ideas in the 
experience of black and LGTBQ+ people, I think there might be 
a prophetic voice in this book, not only for black and LGTBQ+ 
people, but other topics that affect our own identity and how 
we perceive (and welcome) others. 

AGF
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Refresher Day 

Evangelical Spirituality and Spiritual Direction 
Led by the Revd. Canon Trevor Mapstone 

Date: Monday, 21 March 2022 

Time: 10:00 am - 3:30 pm 

Venue: (to be confirmed -in central London 

& if feasible, on Zoom) 

Cost: £20 – payable on the day 

Further enquiries and bookings  to:  

sallylowe1943@gmail.com 

The day will explore some of the distinct emphases in  

contemporary Evangelical Spirituality and the ways in 

which these might shape a Directee’s practice of prayer 

and their understanding of the ways in which God relates to 

the world, the Church and the individual. We will seek to 

deepen our understanding so that we can better serve 

those who come to us for Direction. 

Participants on the day will be encouraged to share 

experiences and insights from their own involvement in the 

church, their practices of prayer and from their ministry as 

spiritual directors 

The Revd Canon Trevor Mapstone has been Priest-in-

Charge of St Mary’s, Caterham since October 2019. Prior to 

this he was Vicar of Emmanuel, Croydon for sixteen years. 

He has also served in parishes in the Dioceses of London, 

Blackburn and Chester. Alongside being a Parish Priest, he 

has a ministry of Spiritual Direction and was trained at the 

London Centre for Spiritual Direction. 
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